
INTRO TO HTML & CSS
SEPTEMBER 2013LADIES LEARNING CODE

INTRO TO JAVASCRIPT
MARCH 2014LADIES LEARNING CODE

INTRO TO UX DESIGN
FEBRUARY 2016BITMAKER

AUGUST 2018GENERAL ASSEMBLY

GROWING DESIGN SPRINTS
SEPTEMBER 2016FRESH TILLED SOIL

CUSTOMER JOURNEY 
MAPPING

Courses

DIGITAL MEDIA ARTS, Dip
2010 // 2012SENECA COLLEGE

GRAPHIC DESIGN, AdvDip
2012 // 2015GEORGE BROWN COLLEGE

Education

PROVISIONAL MEMBER
2016 // PRESENTRGD

Certification

AGILEABSTRACTSKETCHFIGMA

FRONT-END DEVELOPMENTACCESSIBILITY

DESIGN EDUCATIONDESIGN SYSTEMS

LEAN UXUX RESEARCHPROTOTYPING

IAINTERACTION DESIGNUI DESIGN

Expertise

I worked as a contractor with with several agencies, including KBS+, 

BTA Advertising, and Pivot Design Group. In these fast-paced 

environments, I became an instant member of the team and was 

able to dive straight into projects while learning the in’s and out’s  

of various brands. I was responsible for designing high-fidelity 

mockups, wireframes, sitemaps, and marketing materials.

UX/UI DESIGNER
JUNE 2017 // NOVEMBER 2017FREELANCE

I worked closely with the president and CTO to design the features 

of a new productivity tool. I was responsible for designing low-fidelity  

mockups, rapid wireframing, prototyping, and presenting concepts 

to stakeholders. I created personas, mapped out user journeys, and 

focused on users’ pain points based on competitive analysis and 

user research.

PRODUCT DESIGNER
DECEMBER 2017 // AUGUST 2018NAVIGATE GROUP

I conduct weekly, online, 1-on-1 mentoring sessions with my 

students to support their learning of the course material and track 

their progress weekly. I help them set goals and achieve them by 

reviewing and providing feedback on their work and developing their 

problem-solving skills.

UX/UI MENTOR
JANUARY 2020 // PRESENTSPRINGBOARD

I played a crucial role in creating their multi-brand Design System and  

implementing new governance models and intake processes. I was 

responsible for building the component library in Sketch, writing UX 

guidelines, designing the experience of the Design System website, 

and leading Design System training sessions.

SR. PRODUCT DESIGNER
AUGUST 2018 // PRESENTROGERS COMMUNICATIONS

Experience

I am a multidisciplinary Product Designer looking to bring my passion  

for exceptional design to a collaborative team, where I can continue 

to learn while working on interactive projects that engage users.

About Me

Hi, I’m Anabel. 
Product Designer.

416-399-9712HELLO@ANABEL.MEANABEL.ME

mailto:hello@anabel.me
http://anabel.me/

